Due to the restriction of infrared imaging component and the radiation of atmosphere,Infrared images are discontented with image contrast,blurry,large yawp.Aimed on these problems,A multi-scale image enhancement algorithm is proposed. The main principle is as follows: firstly, On the basis of the multi-scale image decomposition, We use an edge-preserving spatial filter that instead of the Gaussion filter proposed in the original version,adjust the scale-dependent factor With a weighted information. Secondly,Contrast is equalized by applying nonlinear amplification.Thirdly, Subband image is the weighted sum of sampled subband image and subsampled then upsampled subband image by a factor of two. Finally, Image reconstruction was applied. Experiment results show that the proposed method can enhance the original infrared image effectively and improve the contrast, moreover, it also can reserve the details and edges of the image well.
INTRODUCTION
The multi-scale image enhancement algorithm are used in medical image and visible image.This technique decompose the image into components which represent individual details,and improve the contrast by immediately operating on these components rather than on the original image.This method is similar to that of multi-resolution signal decomposition.S.Mallat [1] pointed out that multi-scale descriptors significantly outperform existing feature sets for image process after studying the question of signal decompose.Souto M and Correa J [2] presented a method to Enhancement of image by antomatic adaptive spatial filtering. In literature [3] , multi-scale descriptors were adopted to contrast amplification.
However, Although the multi-scale image enhancement algorithm have the advantage in the field of image contrast enhancement and dynamic range reduction, In literature [4] ,several methods to improve the image contract enhancement and expand dynamic range was proposed,but the result is unsatisfactory with low dynamic range、gloom [5] image and edge effect. In this paper, we proposed a new method for the multi-scale image enhancement algorithm,That can enhance the original infrared image effectively and improve the contrast, moreover, it also can reserve the details and edges of the image well and is more suitable for infrared image enhancement.
MULTI-SCALE IMAGE ENHANCEMENT ALGORITHM
The essential idea behind the multi-scale image enhancement algorithm is that we have got the reason for edge effect.The edge effect will be conduced with the processing of Gaussion filter and subsampled by a factor of two.so an edge-preserving spatial filter was used to replaces the Gaussion filter proposed in the original version. We adjust the scale-dependent factor with a weighted information. Subband image is the weighted sum of sampled subband image and subsampled then upsampled subband image by a factor of two. For improved Contrast, nonlinear amplification is applied.
Based on the above explanation, The improved infrared image enhancement algorithm based on Multi-scale decomposition is divided into the following three steps.
Multi-scale image decomposition
This technique decompose the image into individual subband images.The subband images represent different details.
The contrast can be improved by operating on these subband images rather than on the original image. The multiscale method adjusts the subband image contrast or edge [6] feature as a sticking point for realizing the amount of contrast or edge enhancement. This is better than spatial frequency or the object size as a sticking point.Some subband images are visible and easily adjusted by themselves. Others are easily overlook because of subtle dynamic range.Any spatial frequency or any size can hold the qualification of applying the contrast or edge feature.By amplifying the contrast or edge of subtle subband image features,we generally improve the image Visualization.Dynamic range and edge is appropriate for input orginal image. Also the orginal image information is not omitted.
Low-frequency attenuation or edge enhancement can be realized easily by the multiscale representation for implementing conventional filters.The dynamic range is reduced which is further used to as latitude reduction by the low-frequency attenuation.since each pyramid layer is associated with a spatial frequency subband image.the subband image is expressed as a the spatial frequency spectrum.By appropriately weighting the coefficients layer according to the Laplacian pyramid layer which they belong, any frequency response can be easily synthesized.
In multiscale approach,Contrast and edge enhancement are realized by concatenation.Starting from the coefficients of the corresponding pyramid layer,Contrast enhancement is applied to all pyramid layers.Next , edge enhancement is realized by each pyramid layer is multiplied with scale-dependent factors.
The one method of restrain the edge effect in this work relies on the use of an edge-preserving spatial filter.The BF was originally proposed by Tomasi and Manduchi [7] as a tool for noise reduction.A similar filter was proposed by Chan et al. [8] for denoising and enhancing images in digital TV.
The BF replaces every sample of the processed image with a weighted average of its neiggbors.The weights employed in the computing of the average reflect two aspects of dissimilarity between a given pixel and its neighbors,as follows:
1. The spatial distance:how close are the center sample and the neighbors.The closest samples assign largest weights.
2. The intensity distance:how alike are the center sample and the neighbors intensities. The most similar samples assign largest weights.
All the weights computed to obtain the output of the BF have to be normalized in order to preserve the original local mean.The output of BF is computed as:
I p and I q is the gray value of pixel p and q. is the function in spatial domain ,and is the function in intensity domain.They are computed as:
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d(p,q) and δ(I(p),I(q)) is the difference of spatial distance and intensity distance.
Contrast enhancement and edge enhancement
From the coefficients of the Laplacian pramid,we can get the following results:The strong density variations have a major contribution to the overall dynamic range,and these are represented by large-valued coefficients; small coefficients represent subtle details.so small coefficients are amplified in order to improve the visibility of the corresponding details, large-valued coefficients can be reduced without risk of information loss,and by compressing the dynamic range,overall contrast resolution will improve.
Contrast is enhanced by applying the following nonlinear ampilfication to the transform coefficients of pyramid layers:
The Next,edge is enhanced by multiplying the pyramid coefficients of the small scale layers with a scale-dependent factor β and weighted factor weight : 
Image reconstruction
Finally, Image reconstruction was applied.Image reconstruction is computed as:
The other reason which cause edge effect is the process of subsampled then upsampled,so the Image reconstruction formula is modified and is computed as: (7) in which Y di2 is subband images before subsampled by a factor of two when decomposed, s is the weight of these images.
A schematic of three layers of the combined multiscale enhancement flow is shown in Fig.2 .4. 
EVALUATION
Firstly,the reason who cause edge effect was shown in Fig.2 .5.From(c),we can find the black edge has displayed.If non processing is applied to the imagethe image can be reconstructed intactly.But if contrast enhancement or edge enhancement is applied,edge effect is happened.The process of subsampled then upsampled is and so on. We adopt image entropy to evaluate the algorithms.It can express the information of image better.The implementation formula and results are shown in formula(8) and Table 1 . (8) In which EN is the entropy,p i is the probability of gray value equal i. .object is enhanced and noise is restrained,but edge is blurry after the processed of platform histogram. Edge also is enhanced but the edge effect is appearance after the processed of Multi-scale method. On the other hand, the proposed method can enhance the original infrared image effectively and improve the contrast and reserve the details and edges of the image well. 
CONCLUSION
In this paper,a multi-scale method for infrared image enhancement was proposed.To improve the contrast and reserve the details and edges of the image,this paper describes how to enhance contrast and edge, restrain the edge effect.To evaluate this method effect, the proposed method was implemented on the image with single and double peak value HOG. As a result, the original infrared image was effectively enhanced with better contrast and edge,The experimental results show that the proposed method is further suitable for infrared image contrast enhancement. Moreover, the proposed method is very useful for object detection, track and so on.
